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Launched in 1996, AbeBooks is an online marketplace for books, fine art and collectibles where you can discover and buy the... The Shadow of the Wind is a very bookish novel with sub-plots on top of sub-plots. AbeBooks.com. 14 June at 08:00 Â· Any librarians, or former librarians, among us? Here's a scarce careers book from 1938 that describes what it takes to be a librarian. We love the dust jacket. https://bddy.me/2UGsxhp. See all. Books digitized by the Internet Archive for Duke University Libraries. The Duke University Libraries Digital Collections Program creates distinctive digital collections that provide access to Duke's library and archival materials in support of teaching, learning, and research at Duke and worldwide; and contributes collaboratively to national and international digital collections initiatives that benefit Duke and the larger research community. Here the incredibly popular Harry Potter books, by J.K. Rowling. In Book 1, a mysterious letter, delivered by the friendly giant Hagrid, wrenches Harry from his dreary, Muggle-ridden existence: We are pleased to inform you that you have been accepted at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Of course, Uncle Vernon yells most unpleasantly, I AM NOT PAYING FOR SOME CRACKPOT OLD FOOL TO TEACH HIM MAGIC TRICKS!